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How Dynamic Shape Change Effects the Entry Event
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Olympic divers strive to reduce the visible splash produced during entry to obtain higher scores. The
rip entry is the entry technique most commonly used to accomplish this goal. To perform a rip entry, a
diver must impact the water with their hands held flat and body aligned perpendicular to the surface of
the water. Then after impact the diver rolls forward, first at the shoulders then the hips as each passes
through the interface, effectively performing a somersault. Therefore, by performing the rip entry, the
diver is dynamically changing their shape and rapidly decelerating after impact. This active deformation
has been found to significantly effect the underwater portion of the entry event in Gregorio et al. 2023 [1].
The present study will further explore the effect of this dynamic shape change on the development of the
entry event focusing on the above water splash production.

Figure 1. Time series of the water entry for a hinged diver model with a 22◦ asymmetric wedge, ∆t = 0.006s.

A simplified single jointed hinged diver model is developed to perform a similar rolling maneuver as
the divers. Experiments are performed in which this diver model impacts a pool of water and the entry
event is recorded at 5000 frames per second. An example time series of this experiment can be seen
in Figure 1. The videos are analyzed for impact velocity, air cavity development, pinch off, and splash
production. Fixed models are introduced to provide a comparison of how the impact of an actively
deforming body differs from one that does not change shape. The results will show how the dynamic
shape change effects how pinch off occurs and how splash is produced.
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